Metaphor Exercises With Answers
simile and metaphor student worksheet - simile and metaphor student worksheet simile examples: she is
as sweet as candy. bob runs like a deer. the willow’s music is like a soprano. she slept like a log. he is as thin
as a rail. metaphor examples: my dad is a bear. the bar of soap was a slippery eel. the light was the sun during
our test. he hogged the road. she toyed with the idea. an exercise in metaphors - staff.uny - an exercise in
metaphors rachmat nurcahyo, m.a. winds of light of my you’re as love is cold lli i gy life winds of change as ice
love is blind what is a metaphor? rolling in dough i smell a rat heart of apple of my eye let the cat out of the
bag stone the sweet smell of success fight like atigera tiger the world is a stage… bite the pre-writing:
metaphor and simile exercise - pre-writing: metaphor and simile exercise students need to understand
metaphor and simile to create strong poems. it is important that students understand that metaphors and
similes are forms of comparison. simile is in an indirect comparison that uses either “like” or “as.” a metaphor
is a direct form of comparison. students will kites and metaphors handout and exercise - metaphor met’-aphor from the greek, meta “beyond, over,” and pherein “to carry;” figure of speech in which an implied
comparison is made between two unlike things that may actually have something important in ... microsoft
word - kites and metaphors_handout and exercisecx similes metaphors - st. johns county school district
- similes & metaphors part i. find the figurative language! identify any figures of speech used in the following
sentences. then explain how you can tell. ... revise them by adding a simile or metaphor to make the imagery
more powerful and vivid. 1. the birthday party ended, and the angry child was still screaming. 2. shay’s head
hurt, and she ... metaphors: identifying comparisons metaphor - metaphors: identifying comparisons a
metaphor is a comparison that compares two things by saying one thing is the other. example: my mother is a
flower. authors use metaphors to add description to their writing and to show the reader what someone or
something is like by comparing it to something else. lesson 8 similes, metaphors, and personification date: _____ level 5, lesson 8 – similes, metaphors, and personification 53 a. below are several sentences. if a
metaphor is present, write a simile to take its place. if a simile is present, write a metaphor to take its place. it
is fine to slightly modify alliteration onomatopoeia metaphor simile hyperbole ... - examples of idioms
don't rock the boat-do not cause problemsgoing out on a limb-taking a risk hit the road-leave hit the hay/sackyou are going to go to sleep i'm all ears-ready to listen lend someone a hand-help someone out that is over
her/his head-they don't understand penny pincher-someone who does not spend a lot of money and likes to
buy things cheap name: date: worksheet : figures of speech - metaphors ... - directions: identify the
following as simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or personification. 1. james ran like a cheetah. 2. good luck getting
that out because blueberry stains are stubborn. 3. so i sit spinning still, round this decaying form, the fine
threads of rare and subtle thought. 4. well, that went over like a lead balloon. 5. i am so busy. name: date:
simile and metaphor activity sheet - name: date: simile and metaphor activity sheet part 1: read each
paragraph. find the simile or metaphor and underline it. then write an explanation of what the simile or metaphor means. every morning at my house, we eat breakfast at the crack of dawn. my mom likes to cook big
breakfasts. the scram-bled eggs are a mountain on the platter. name: period: date: similes and
metaphors - a metaphor is a figure of speech in which two unlike things are compared without the use of like
or as. a metaphor takes the form of a direct statement (or direct comparison ). for example: dad is a bear
today. metaphors are often defined by their use of the word is, as compared to similes which use the words
like or as. the speaker is comparing his mind to a puddle. - simile and metaphor worksheet 1 directions:
read each example. determine whether each is a simile or metaphor. choose your answer and explain which
two things are being compared. example: my mind is a puddle in the street reflecting green. this is an example
of... simile / metaphor what two things are being compared? simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or
personification worksheet - simile, metaphor, hyperbole, or personification worksheet directions: label:
simile, metaphor, hyperbole, personification. explain. example: the baby cow was as big as a house.
_hyperbole__ _exaggeration “as big as a house”_____ 1. her smile was as sweet as sunshine on a rainy day.
_____ _____ 2. metaphor and metonymy exercise - dylan glynn - figurative signs exercise working with
your neighbour 1. underline each metaphor and circle each metonym the west, in the shape of the eu and the
us, is talking about tough action against moscow - but these are threats, metaphor: a practical
introduction, second edition - metaphor is based on a resemblance between the two entities that are compared and identiﬁ ed. achilles must share some features with lions in order for us to be able to use the word
lion as a metaphor for achilles. fourth, metaphor is a conscious and deliberate use of words, and you must
have a special talent to be able to do it and do it well.
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